Inventory Transfers
Transfers are used when moving stock merchandise from warehouse branches to showrooms
or vice versa. Sold merchandise can also be moved using transfers.

Creating a New Transfer
To open the Inventory Transfer Form, from the Main Menu of Furniture Wizard, click New
Transfer. Before the form opens, the Select Transfer Branches dialog box appears. Here, the
two branches must be selected. (1) from what branch and (2) to the branch the merchandise
should appear in. After the two branches are selected, click the OK button, and the Inventory
Transfer
Form opens.

When the Inventory Transfer Form opens, on the top of the form, a transfer number is given, as
well as the “From” branch and the “To” branch, the transfer date, the receive date (which will be
filled in after the transfer is complete), and the status. When the form is first opened, the status
will be stated as New.

Auto Fill Stock & Auto Fill Sold
Auto Fill Stock
To use the Autofill Stock feature inventory must be configured accordingly.

1. The inventory record will need a qty in the Min Stock. This field in a warehouse will
populate the Auto Fill Stock during the PO process, but in this instance it will transfer the
given QTY to the location so this QTY is available. Ie. if you have 2 instock but they are
both on hold and you have a min qty set as one the system will attempt to send one from
the sending warehouse.
2. The reorder qty is a reorder function.

1. When starting a stock transfer based on min qty’s you will open a new transfer with the
receiving branch your showroom. You will then click the Autofill Stock button and the
system will attempt to send enough qty for all items that require it. The items must be
available in the sending location for them to populate.

Auto Fill Sold
In a multi location operation there may be times where the items are going to be picked up or
delivered from branches other than where they are currently located. There are two steps to
enabling the use of this function.

1. To use the Auto Fill sold function you must enable it in Invoice Preferences.

2. The second step in using the Auto Fill Sold is during the invoice creation & invoice
processing functions of the program. When you enable Sold Transfers a “Delivery
Branch” selection will appear on the invoice creation window and also the inventory
processing screens. The transfers can go from warehouses to showrooms and vice
versa based on the circumstance. The “Delivery branch” needs to be the location the
items will leave inventory from via a delivery or customer pickup.
As an example if a sofa is on the showroom floor that will be delivered from the warehouse you
would select the warehouse as the “Delivery Branch”. The inventory will be put on reserve in
the showroom for this customer and it will be held in a que until you create a transfer from the
showroom to the warehouse and use the Auto Fill Sold function to process the inventory.

1. When you start the transfer between the two locations you will simply click the Auto Fill
Sold and the transfer will populate with items needing transferred.

There is a sold transfer tab also that can be used to search for individual invoices that may need
transfered if you are not ready to do a complete Auto Fill Sold.

Adding Items to a New Transfer
To add items to a new transfer, simply use the search boxes to search for the inventory item.
The more detailed the search is, the better the results. Search options include Supplier, Model,
Category, Subcategory, Type, Cover/Finish, Item #, UPC #, and Collection. After each search
field is filled in, click Enter and the search will be narrowed under the Model & Description
(yellow field box).

To add a search result(s), doubleclick on the item in the yellow field box, and the inventory item
will be added to the new transfer. Note, that if a searched inventory item is singleclicked on, the
inventory amounts from each branch will appear in the grid on the left side of the Inventory
Transfer Form.

New Search
If the search results did not retrieve the inventory item that was desired, the simplest way to
clear all search fields is to click on the New Search button.

Processing Items Assigned to a New Transfer
All inventory items that are assigned to a new transfer must be processed before they can be
received. Once all inventory items are selected for the transfer, click the Process button, or use
the keyboard shortcut ALT + C.

Not All Items Were Processed
After clicking upon the Process button, a Wizard Alert may arise that states that not all of the
items in the transfer were processed.

From the Wizard Alert, click the OK button. The items that were NOT processed show a zero
under the “Prcsd” column.

Usually items are not processed because they are not in stock in the “from” location. To
determine the issue, simply singleclick on the item and look to the left at the stock grid. The grid
will state why the items were not processed.

Re‐Issue/Void
Before the inventory items may be received, the error items must be taken care of. To correct
the transfer, use the ReIssue/Void button.

There are three options when reissuing or voiding a new transfer. There is voiding a new
transfer, cleaning up a new transfer, or cleanup and reissue the new transfer.

Voiding a New Transfer
If a new transfer just needs to be voided, simply click on the radio button next to Void, and then
click the OK button in the Clean Up/Void Transfer dialog box. This will completely void the
transfer and all of its inventory items. The transfer will then have the status of “void”, and all
items will have a zero below the received column.

Cleaning Up a New Transfer
If there are just a few items on the transfer that could not be processed, the cleanup feature
would be useful. The cleanup feature zeroes out the processed and received columns of an
item that cannot be transferred. When the two columns are zeroed out, the other items on the
transfer may be received. To clean up a new transfer, click the ReIssue/Void button (or use the
keyboard shortcut ALT +V), and select the radio button next to Clean Up. Then, click OK.

Clean Up and Re‐Issue
The Clean Up and ReIssue function allows for the current transfer to be received by removing
the item(s) that could not be processed, and moving the item(s) to another transfer. To select
the Clean Up and ReIssue function, simply click the ReIssue/Void button, or use the keyboard
shortcut ALT + V. Then select the radio button next to Clean Up and ReIssue. Click the OK
button.

Receiving a New Transfer
Once all inventory items within a transfer are processed and corrected, it is time to receive the
transfer to the correct location. To receive the transfer, click on the Receive Transfer button, or
use the keyboard shortcut ALT + R. This will bring up the Inventory Transfer Receiving Form.

To receive the transfer and all of its inventory items, click the Receive All button. This will bring
down all the inventory items from the yellow field box to the blue field box.

To post the inventory items to the correct branch, simply click the Post Receive Now button, and
the inventory items are received to the selected branch. The Inventory Transfer Receiving Form
automatically closes.

Printing Tags from the Inventory Transfer Receiving Form
Inventory tags may be printed directly from the Inventory Transfer Receiving Form. Doubleclick
on the items that tags are needed for, and click the Quick Tags button. Tags can be previewed
or printed from the Quick Tag Form in different varieties (large, small, label, 1 inch, warehouse
or auto).

Exiting the Inventory Transfer Receiving Form
Once all tags are printed, the Inventory Transfer Receiving Form may be exited. To exit the
Inventory Transfer Receiving Form, simply click the Exit button, or use the keyboard shortcut
ALT + X.

Printing Tags from the Inventory Transfer Form
Inventory tags may also be printed from the Inventory Transfer Form. To print tags, select all
items that should be transferred, then click the Quick Tags button (or use the keyboard shortcut
ALT + T). Tags can be previewed or printed from the Quick Tag Form in different varieties
(large, small, label, 1 inch, warehouse or auto).

Printing the Inventory Transfer Form
Transfer orders may also be printed. To print a Transfer Order, click the Print button, or use the
keyboard shortcut ALT + P. There are printing options for a Transfer Order. The Order may just
be previewed, the Order may be printed, or a barcode sheet may be printed.

Creating a New Transfer
A new transfer may be created without leaving the Inventory Transfer Form and going back to
the Main Menu of Furniture Wizard. To create a new transfer, click on the New button, or use
the keyboard shortcut ALT + N. The Select Transfer Branches dialog box appears again. Select
the correct branches and click OK.
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